We construct the magnetic dual of QCD with one adjoint Weyl fermion. The dual is a consistent solution of the 't Hooft anomaly matching conditions, allows for flavor decoupling and remarkably constitutes the first nonsupersymmetric dual valid for any number of colors. The dual allows to bound the anomalous dimension of the Dirac fermion mass operator to be less than one in the conformal window.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most fascinating possibilities is that generic asymptotically free gauge theories have magnetic duals. In fact, in the late nineties, in a series of ground breaking papers Seiberg [1, 2] provided strong support for the existence of a consistent picture of such a duality within a supersymmetric framework. Supersymmetry is, however, quite special and the existence of such a duality does not automatically imply the existence of nonsupersymmetric duals. One of the most relevant results put forward by Seiberg has been the identification of the boundary of the conformal window for supersymmetric QCD as function of the number of flavors and colors. The dual theories proposed by Seiberg pass a set of mathematical consistency relations known as 't Hooft anomaly matching conditions [3] . Another important tool has been the knowledge of the all-orders supersymmetric beta function [4] [5] [6] . Recently we provided several analytic predictions for the conformal window of nonsupersymmetric gauge theories using different approaches [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
We initiated in [17] the exploration of the possible existence of a QCD nonsupersymmetric gauge dual providing a consistent picture of the phase diagram as function of number of colors and flavors. Arguably the existence of a possible dual of a generic nonsupersymmetric asymptotically free gauge theory able to reproduce its infrared dynamics must match the 't Hooft anomaly conditions [3] . We have exhibited several solutions of these conditions for QCD in [17] . An earlier exploration already appeared in [18] . In [19] we have also analyzed theories with fermions transforming according to higher dimensional representations. Some of these theories have been used to construct sensible extensions of the standard model of particle interactions of technicolor type passing precision data and known as Minimal Walking Technicolor models [7, 8] . Other interesting studies of technicolor dynamics making use of higher dimensional representations appeared in [20] . These are the known extension of technicolor type possessing the smallest intrinsic S parameter [21] [22] [23] [24] while being able to display simultaneously (near) conformal behavior before adding the backreaction due to traditional type extended technicolor interactions (ETC) [25] . For recent analysis of the relevant properties of the S parameter, using also duality arguments we refer to [26] [27] [28] . As for the issue of the effects of the ETC interactions on the technicolor dynamics and associated conformal window, it has recently been argued in [29] that before adding the ETC interactions the technicolor theory, in isolation, should already be conformal for the combined model to be phenomenologically viable. A deeper understanding of the gauge dynamics of (near) conformal gauge theories is therefore needed making the study of gauge duals very relevant. For example, the magnetic dual allows to predict, in principle, the critical number of flavors below which the electric theory looses large distance conformality. It has also been show in [27] that it is possible to use gauge dualities to compute the S parameter in the nonperturbative regime of the electric theory.
Here we put the idea of nonsupersymmetric gauge duality on a much firmer ground by showing that for certain scalarless gauge theories with a spectrum similar to the one of QCD the gauge dual passes a large number of consistency checks.
The theory we choose is QCD with N f Dirac flavors and one adjoint Weyl fermion. A relevant feature of this theory is that it possesses the same global symmetry of super QCD despite the fact that squarks are absent. This means that there are four extra anomaly constraints not present in the case of ordinary QCD, moreover we will show that the dual can be constructed for any number of colors greater than two.
The magnetic dual is a new gauge theory featuring magnetic quarks and a Weyl adjoint fermion, new gauge singlet fermions which can be identified as states composite of the electric variables, as well as scalar states needed to mediate the interactions between the magnetic quarks and the gauge singlet fermions. The new scalars allow for a consistent flavor decoupling which was an important consistency check in the case of supersymmetry.
We will show that the dual allows to bound the anomalous dimension of the Dirac fermion mass operator to be less than one in the conformal window, and also estimate the critical number of flavors below which large distance conformality is lost in the electric variables.
II. THE ELECTRIC THEORY: QCD WITH ONE ADJOINT WEYL FERMION
The electric theory is constituted by a scalarless SU(N) gauge theory with N f Dirac fermions and N larger than two, as in QCD, but with an extra Weyl fermion transforming according to the adjoint representation of the gauge group. The quantum global symmetry is:
At the classical level there is one more U A (1) symmetry destroyed by quantum corrections due to the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly. Therefore of the three independent U(1)
symmetries only two survive, a vector like U V (1) and an axial-like anomaly free (AF) one indicated with U AF (1) . The spectrum of the theory and the global transformations are summarized in table I. The global anomalies are:
The first two anomalies are the same as in QCD and they are associated to the triangle diagrams featuring three SU(N f ) generators (either all right or all left) at the vertices , or two SU(N f ) generators (all right or all left) and one U V (1) charge.
III. SOLUTIONS OF THE 'T HOOFT ANOMALY CONDITIONS FOR ANY NUMBER OF

COLORS
We seek solutions of the anomaly matching conditions in the conformal window of the electric theory. This means that we consider a sufficiently large number of Dirac flavors so that the electric coupling constant freezes at large distances.
Following Seiberg we assume the dual to be a new SU(X) gauge theory with global
featuring magnetic quarks q and q transforming in the fundamental representation of SU(X) together with a magnetic Weyl fermion λ m in the adjoint representation. We also introduce a minimal set of gauge singlet fermionic particles which can be viewed as composite states in terms of the electric variables but are considered elementary in the dual description. We limit to gauge singlet fermionic states which can be interpreted as made by three electric fields for any number of colors 1 . The idea behind this choice is that composite states made by more fields could be constructed also in the dual theory from the new elementary fields.
We summarize the dual spectrum in table II. The dual gauge group can be different from 1 Note that for N = 3 ordinary baryons are also made by three states, however since we will find consistent solutions of the 't Hooft anomaly matching conditions for any N we have not included them in the spectrum.
the electric one since the only physical quantities are gauge singlets. On the other hand the global symmetries must be the original ones 2 given that can be physically probed.
We wish to find solutions to the 't Hooft anomaly conditions valid for any number of colors. z , z and y are arbitrary Abelian charges for the magnetic quarks and adjont fermion while the ones of the SU(X) magnetic singlets are derived from the electric constituents.
From table II we write below all the relevant anomalies for the dual theory which we require to match the electric ones given in eqs. (2) and (3) [
The electric U AF (1), anomaly free condition, i.e. [SU(X)] 2 U AF (1) = 0 provides the first nontrivial constraint, i.e. z = z.
Consider now the 't Hooft anomaly matching conditions from SU L (N f ) 2 U V (1) and the
which can be simultaneously solved for
The difference between the SU L (N f ) 2 U AF (1) and SU R (N f ) 2 U AF (1) anomalies forces
At this point we remain with 7 unknowns X,
and 4 independent anomaly matching conditions. We can use the 4 equations to solve for
and Λ . Notice that the system is linear in these 4 unknowns. Obviously we expect that the solution is not unique and we can parametrize the set of all the solutions using combinations of the remaining three unknowns:
Before showing the result we already know that the solution of the system can depend only on X and linearly on
The solution depends only on z D because Λ S and Λ G form vector like pairs.
The sum Λ G + Λ S is not constrained by the 't Hooft anomaly matching conditions.
Here is the solution:
The four equations are further constraint by being nonnegative integers. The problem is then reduced to finding combinations of X and z D fulfilling this requirement.
In this way we have completely characterized all the possible solutions of the 't Hooft anomaly matching in a dual theory with matter content presented in Table II . We notice that one can reproduce a Seiberg-like solution for M = 1 and the remaining indices set to zero.
As we shall show, the above equations can be rewritten in a more transparent way.
The following linear combination of the first two equations (13) and (14) gives:
Therefore, imposing positivity of the multiplicities, we can only have solutions for which z D ≤ 0. Furthermore, we can also form another linear combination independent on z D :
It is more convenient to work with the sum and difference of M and M :
where we have defined d in the first equation. d must both be a positive integer implying
The positivity condition of eq. (18) further requires the inequality X ≥ 3N
In summary, the original set of 't Hooft anomaly matching conditions can be neatly rewritten as:
In this form, the constraint on the 's being positive integers is always fulfilled and thus all solutions are given in terms of the generic parameters d and Λ L . One immediate consequence is that the dual gauge group SU(X) is SU(d N f − N) with d a positive integer.
As we shall show in the Appendix A this structure of the gauge group admits an involution of the duality operation, meaning that if one dualizes again it is possible to recover the SU(N) group. This, however, is only a necessary condition for the complete involution of the duality operation to hold exactly, meaning that one has still to demonstrate that, at the fixed point the dual of the dual is actually the electric theory.
The first, and most relevant solution, is obtained for d = 1 and it mimics Seiberg's solution for the dual of super QCD. We have, in fact, that:
No other solutions exist for d = 1, i.e. Λ L vanishes. The dual gauge group is therefore
We now show that the minimal value of
zero is 5. Solutions for which −z D = 2 , 3 , 4 require either Λ or Λ L to be zero, but one finds from (23) , that:
For any d greater than one for which Λ L and Λ assume values lower than the ones provided above there is no solution to the 't Hooft anomaly matching conditions. This can be shown by first noting that by setting one of the two s to zero in (23) the minimal value of the other is always obtained by setting d = 2. The second step is to set Λ to zero and therefore obtain:
It is clear that the minimum Λ L must be three for this equation to hold. When setting instead Λ L = 0 we obtain:
This equation, given that the s are positive integers, requires N f > 2N and therefore the minimum N f must be:
which means:
and therefore Λ > 5. If both Λ and Λ L are equal to zero one either recovers the d = 1 or one can saturate the inequality X ≥ 3N and find the following solutions: Requiring the electric theory to be asymptotically free imposes further general constraints. We start with recalling the first coefficient of the beta function for the electric theory which is:
For the theory to be asymptotically free, one imposes β e 0 ≥ 0, leading to the constraint on
For Λ ≥ 0 from eq. (23) we find the condition:
leading to the constraint, already noted earlier:
We can set another constraint on α = N f /N rewriting the inequality above as:
Combining the two constraints on N f /N we obtain:
Expressing instead the bound on Λ L , we see that it is bounded from above, hence constraining the number of possible solutions to be finite for a fixed value of d:
The most natural solution is the one with the lowest value assumed by all indices which corresponds to d = 1 and therefore has associated gauge group SU(N f − N). We will, therefore, concentrate on this theory below and summarize here the fermionic spectrum which resembles the supersymmetric version of the theory. 
IV. DECOUPLING OF FLAVORS
Following Seiberg a consistent dual description requires that decoupling of a flavor in the electric theory corresponds to decoupling of a flavor in the magnetic theory. The resulting magnetic theory is still the dual of the electric theory with one less flavor. For nonsupersymmetric theories one can still expect a similar phenomenon to occur, if no phase transition takes place as we increase the mass of the specific flavor we wish to decouple. In fact, for nonsupersymmetric theories, this idea is similar to require the mass persistent condition used by Preskill and Weinberg [30] according to which one can still use the 't Hooft anomaly matching conditions for theories with one extra massless flavor to constrain the solutions with one less flavor if, when giving mass to the extra flavor, no phase transition occurs. We now provide a time-honored example of the use of the mass persistent condition. For example if one starts with three flavors QCD the 't Hooft anomaly conditions cannot be satisfied by massless baryonic states and therefore chiral symmetry must break. However for two flavors one can find a solution and therefore one cannot decide if chiral symmetry breaks unless the two-flavor case is embedded in the three flavor case. Using the three flavors anomaly conditions to infer that chiral symmetry must break for the two flavors case requires that as we take the strange quark mass large compared to the intrinsic scale of the theory no phase transition occurs apart from the explicit breaking of the flavor symmetry. A counter example is QCD at nonzero baryonic matter density for which such a phase transition is expected to occur and therefore two-flavors QCD can be realized without the breaking of the flavor symmetry [31] . A more detailed analysis of the validity of the 't Hooft anomaly conditions at nonzero matter density appeared in [32] .
To investigate the decoupling of each flavor one needs to introduce bosonic degrees of freedom. These are not constrained by anomaly matching conditions but are kept massless by the requirement that the magnetic and electric theories must display large distance conformality. Interactions among the mesonic degrees of freedom and the fermions in the dual theory cannot be neglected in the regime when the dynamics is strong. For this, we need to add Yukawa terms in the dual Lagrangian. Here we investigate the case d = 1 when decoupling a flavor in the electric theory. The diagram below shows how the non-abelian global and gauge symmetries of the electric and magnetic theories change upon decoupling of a Dirac flavor which is indicated by a down arrow for both theories:
The abelian symmetries U V (1) × U AF (1) remain intact. It is clear from the diagram above that to ensures duality the decoupling of a flavor in the magnetic theory must also entail a breaking of the dual gauge symmetry. The dual theory is vector-like and therefore the Vafa-Witten theorem [33] forbids the spontaneous breaking of the magnetic gauge group.
We are, then, forced to introduce colored scalar fields that break the symmetry through a Higgs-mechanism.
How do we introduce the correct scalar spectrum and associated Yukawa terms for the magnetic dual?
We start by identifying the part of the magnetic spectrum which must acquire a mass term when adding an explicit mass term in the electric theory for the N f -th flavor. We therefore consider the following group decomposition:
which clearly indicates that the flavor decoupling in the electric theory must lead to the generation of mass terms for the following states
for the duality to be consistent. We will introduce mass terms through a Higg-mechanism via scalar fields acquiring the appropriate vacuum expectation values (vev) in order to induce the correct mass terms. To identify the scalar spectrum we consider Yukawa interactions such as φMq, with φ a new scalar field which should generate a mass term, upon φ condensation, of the type q 2 M 1 and q S M S . Note that the fermionic singlet states also receive mass terms via the same couplings. To provide a complete decoupling of all the non-singlet states the following unique set of quantum numbers for the complex scalars is needed:
Where on the left we showed the fermionic bilinear we wish to generate and on the right the needed corresponding complex scalar.
The similarity of the two last scalar fields with the conjugate of the first two fields is at the level of quantum numbers only. As a minimalistic approach, however, we choose them to be pairwise equivalent, and thus reduce the number of degrees of freedom. The Yukawa terms giving mass to the non-singlet states are thus:
These terms automatically give masses to the singlet states as well. However, each singlet receives contribution from two terms. We now must ensure that there will be no combination of singlet states with vanishing mass.
Denote the vev's of the φ's with:
with X and N f the particular dual color and flavor indices along which we align the scalar condensates.
When the scalar fields assume these vev's, the Yukawas reduce to:
Thus, the singlet mass-matrix is
All symmetries are correctly broken if and only if
and furthermore all the unwanted singlets correctly decouple.
We are still missing an essential ingredient, i.e. the possibility to communicate to the magnetic theory the introduction of a mass term in the electric theory for some of the with zero for the remaining ones. We have also introduced the complex scalar Φ Q Q with the following quantum numbers with respect to the electric gauge group:
This state resembles the supersymmetric auxiliary complex scalar field of M and should be identified with the standard QCD meson. Adding Φ Q Q as part of the dual spectrum allows us to introduce the following interaction in the dual theory:
This operator is the nonsupersmmetric Lagrangian equivalent of Seiberg's superpotential term. The ultraviolet scale µ serves to adjust the physical dimensions since φ and φ are canonically normalized elementary magnetic fields while Φ Q Q has dimension three being an electric field made by Q Q. It was shown in [34, 35] that due to the presence of a nonzero mass term Φ Q Q acquires a vev in a theory with large distance conformality with the following explicit dependence on the mass and anomalous dimension γ = −∂ ln m/∂ ln Λ:
An interesting reanalysis of the ultraviolet versus infrared dominated components of the vevs above which, however, does not modify these results can be found in [36] . This shows that for any physically acceptable value of the anomalous dimension the relevant scalar degrees of freedom of the magnetic theory also acquire a mass term, decouple and are expected to develop a vev able to induce masses for the remaining states. In the magnetic theory the dual of Φ Q Q is denoted by Φ m . The operator (47), involving φ, φ
and Φ m , should be at most a marginal one at the infrared fixed point for the theory to display large distance conformality. Therefore the physical mass dimension of Φ m is two and Φ Q Q = µΦ m . This implies the fundamental result that the anomalous dimension at the fixed point of the electric quark bilinear cannot exceed one! Since the anomalous dimension does not exceed one at the interacting fixed point, Φ m cannot be interpreted as an elementary field here. This is completely analogous to Seiberg's case. This is so since Φ m precisely maps into the auxiliary field of the mesonic chiral superfield in superQCD and therefore cannot propagate. To be able to integrate the Φ m field out at the interacting fixed point one needs to add an associated quadratic term leading to the Lagrangian:
Integrating out the auxiliary field Φ m leads to the following quartic Lagrangian for the φ fields:
with c i the dual color indices and r and l the right and left flavor indices respectively.
Adding an explicit quark mass in the electric theory corresponds to adding the following operator:
in the magnetic theory which induces a vauum expectation value for the scalar field Φ Q Q = −mµ 2 in perfect agreement with the field theoretical result shown in (48).
We note that the second term in (51), in the electric variables, is the Nambu JonaLasinio [37, 38] (NJL) four-fermion operator. In the dual variables it means that one can view the ordinary fermionic condensate, at the fixed point, as a composite state of two elementary magnetic scalars. The duality picture offers the first simple explanation of why the anomalous dimension of the fermion condensate does not exceed one at the boundary of the conformal window.
Finally we comment on the fact that requiring the electric and the magnetic theory to be both asymptotically free one deduces the following range of possible values of N f : Imposing consistent flavor decoupling allowed to determine the spectrum of the scalars and the Yukawa sector of the dual theory.
An important result is that we provided a consistent picture for the existence of the first nonsupesymmetric dual valid for any number of colors.
We have also shown that the anomalous dimension of the electric fermion mass operator can never exceed one at the infrared fixed point for the dual theory to be consistent. This is a remarkable result showing that one can obtain important non-perturbative bounds on the anomalous dimension of vector-like nonsupersymmetric gauge theories using duality arguments.
Our dual theory can be already tested with todays first principle lattice techniques. In fact, given that our theory resembles super QCD but without the fundamental scalars, in the electric theory, establishing the existence of duality in our model is the first step towards checking Seiberg's duality on the lattice.
Appendix A: The Involution Theorem
What happens if we dualize again the magnetic theory? The simplest possibility is that one recovers the electric theory. In fact one can imagine more general situations but for the time being we will assume this to be the case. The duality transformation is therefore a mathematical involution. This condition leads to an interesting and general theorem on the gauge structure of any dual gauge group. The duality transformation from the electric to the magnetic theory is an involution if a second duality transformation acting on the magnetic theory gives back the original electric SU(N) theory.
Definition
Denoting the duality transformation with an arrow, we summarize the involution as follows:
SU(N) −→ SU(X) −→ SU(N)
We are now ready to enunciate the following theorem:
Theorem. In order for the SU(X) gauge group to respect involution we must have:
where P(N f ) denotes any integer valued polynomial in N f .
Proof. We start by noting that the involution property requires X to be linear in N. This is so since, if the duality transformation requires the gauge group X to depend on a generic power p of N, i.e. X ∼ N p , then a second duality transformation on the magnetic gauge group leads to a second gauge group depending on (N p ) p . The involution condition requires p to be one. Combining the two requirements we have that X = P(N f ) − βN, for some integer β.
Imposing involution one last time we require:
Only β = 1 solves this equation non-trivially (i.e. β = −1 and P(N f ) = 0 is the trivial solution), thus proofing the theorem.
